Hey!

Here's my input on today's agenda item :)

-K

Item 1 - File# 13-1493-S5

Street Vending. I'm super with this. I think people should be able to make money aka improve the lives of those around them in any way they can. The only downsides I see are this:

- Transition of the feel of our streets to resemble Tijuana Border (not a good example, but it explains the visual);

- Health concerns with dispensing of food (not hard to do, but just need some kind of regulation. Maybe like those A, B, C ratings they used to have in the windows of restaurants);

- Clogging of sidewalks. This would be reduced if we had a permit system. Then we could make sure there aren't vendors in too much proximity of one another. But then again that proximity could be good if there are complementary products. Again, permit and regulation system would probably be best. Government doesn't have to micromanage, but at least keep things accountable.